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Tuesday, October 23, 1979

Jacksonville ( Alabama )

tees approve

(Photo By Allen Clark)

Empty stands hghlight Jacksonville - Newberry game
Have your personal
mlat~omhipsandsoeiallik
caused your studies to slide?

~~~~ a r n e d hlndr

JANA MOON
The Jacksonville State University Board of Trustees
met Oct. 15to approve the new budgetand the rerouting of
Alabama Highway 21.
The financial statement for the fiscal year ending Sept.
30, and the new 16 million donar budget for the 1979-80
school year were approved.
The Board of Trustees autharized President Ernest
Stone to "respectfully notify Gov. Fob James and the
State Highway Department about the traffic dangers on
the Jacksonvilie State University campus caused by the
heavy traffic on Alabama Highway 21, and request a
bypass around JSU when state funds are available."
The board also approved the increase in tuition to $300
per semester for students who register for a normal
academic load, and those students taking less than a
normal academic load be charged a proportionate ine r e a s for same." From this increase, employees employed a sufficient amount of time will receive a conditional seven percent ccst-of-living salary raise commencing Qct. 1, 1979 and continuing as long as resources
an? available, and the Student Government Association
(SGA) will also be allocated an extra $15,000 budget ina e a s e to bring the2 total to $65,000.
President Stone a ~ a u n c e dto the Trustees that the
Department of Housing and Urban Development has
granted Jacksonville State University a $950,000 loan for
40 years at a three percent intelest. The loan for a new
women's dormitory has been turned down, and the Board
d Trustees authorized President Stone to apply again
next year. The Trustees also moved$5,000out of President
Stone's travel expenditures into his salary.
The Trustees also apprwed the resurfacing of parking
lots and some completely university - owned streets and
the purchase of a new uhiversity passenger bus and a new
garbage iruck. They also approved the purchase of the socalled "rock house" at the junction of Highway 204 and
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Career Development a n
hneL~:lgonter
Bibb Graves and near the
cafeteria between 8-12 and 1-

e

London Avenue for $40,000. The board discussed the
wsibility of renovating the building a t the cost of $18,000
and turning it into a welcome and information center.
They also discussed the renewal of a lease on Forney Hall,
but declded more investgation needed to be made before
any decision could be reached.
In farther action, the Trustees bestowed awards to
persons who had contributed to the University. John
Stewart, Director of International House was awarded an
honorary degree; the Student Commons Building was
namedafter Dr. T h e m Montgmery, Vice-President for
Academic Affairs; the new ROTC building was named
after Charles Rowe, vice-president for Financial Affairs,
and all servicemen who have given their lives for their
country; and the amphitheatre was named after Palmer
Daugette Calvert, retired head of Health and Physical
Education Department in the College of Education, and
William J . Calvert, retired head of the Department of
English and Dean of the Cdlege of Arts and Sciences. It
will be known as the "Palmer and William Calvert
Theatre."
Miss Dorothy G. Steme lee 599 shares of Southern
Bancorporation common stock to the Jacksonville State
University Lurleen B. Wallace College of Nursing to be
used a s scholarships.
The Board of Trustees approved the plan to promote a
public forum where the vice president or the president of
the United States ar some nationany famous speaker will
visit the campus for aq addressen,orabout February 22,
1980, and the forum to be known as !'The Albert Rains
Forurn." CongressmanRains' was honored because of a
pioneer bill in H o w of Representatives for college
housing of which JSU received millions of dollars in
values from. The trustees also honored Dr. Harry M.
Philpott, president of Auburn University, as a
"distinguished educator and educational statesman."
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mused your seadies to dide?
Do you have a ment& block
toward a certain professor or
subject? It's a little late to
start solving these very real
problems, but if you are
considering withdrawing
from JSU or dropping a
dass, read on.
Be aware that Nw. 15 is
the last official day to drop a
course. If YOU are passing (D
or above for undergmds, C
or above for grads), you will
lave WP noted an your
transcript. A l t h ~ u g h you
receivenocredit, you a r e not
acadernicall y penalized.
Pbpefully, by Nov, 15, your
instructor will have a t least
one grade indicator of your
performance. If not, unleris
yau are an "'exceptional"
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or dropplw classes
person, you will probably be thargh you a r e expected to
given the benefit of the haveno unexcused absences,
doubt.
ycu can receive a NC (No
Ckedit) due to lack of 80
On the other hand, if you percent attendance a s long
failing a class, you can as you have a passing grade.
dmp it and an F will be
If you feel you mst drop a
computed into yillllr GPA, or
yw can stick it out and try t o class, the official steps,
accarding to Jerry ,Smith,
make a passing grade.
JSU registrar, a r e : 1 )
picking up an add-drcp card
The implication is that if at either the Admissions
yv.~ are doing poorly, don't Office or any college dean's
just stop going. Missing office; 2) getting ycur inmore than 25 per cent of a n stmctor to sign the card and
undergraduate
c l a s s indicate that you are passing
guarantees you an F. If you the course; 3) return the
are a grad student, even add-drop card to the nffice d

the dean of the college in
which your class falls under; a
d4)paythehandlingfee
d50centspercoursehourat
the Business Office. You can
pay directly after dropping
the course 0s wait until You
billed. Business Office
hours &re from 8-12 and 14:30
Friday.
If for some reason, yw fed
yau need to withdraw from *
all your classes, do so b r mally. If you don't, you will
have trouble registering
here or any other college due
ta your records. Go by the

"
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Bibb Graves and near the1
cafeteria between 8-12 and 14:30
Monday through
Friday. You'll talk with a
counselor and process forma1 withdrawal papew
through that office.

attended by over

Ho~efull~,Youwillneiber
withdraw nor drop Your
course(s). PeIfiaps a talk By Pi. KARLOVPCHSrnW
With your instructor or
Held Saturday, Oct. 13,
faculty advisor is a better Parents' Day, a first in JSU
alternative. He-a n no1 history, introduced hundreds
pc~jsiblyk n w your though& of JSU parents to the
Unless you take the campus,
college
perresponsibility of sharing sonalities, and cafeteria
them. If persmal problem food.
are an issue, make an a p
Coordinated by Ms. Julia
pcintment with one of the Snead, director of Alumni
professional counsz!lors at and Development, and Jerry
the Counseling Center ( a r t Cole, athletic director, the
event began with a get(See INS, Page 3)
acquainted coffee and
reception, attended by a p
pmxirnately 250 pecple.
Dr. E r n a t Stone, JSU
president, discussed campus
activities, and Dr. Theron
Montgomery, vice president
are
paranoid,
Gloria for Academic Affairs,
Hdlcombe has this message. discussed academics and
'
'There is absolutely nothing expressed his appreciation
to be afraid of . . . some to the many college deans
people think that they a n n o t
give blood, but they won't
really know un ti1 they go and
find out."

and faculty members who the Athletic Field House.
attended the event so they
could persmally meet interested JSU parents.
Tom Coleman, Parents'
Club president, expresed
his pleasure regarding the
increasing numbers of
members and invited
parents to pin and get involved in the club.
Prior to the game with
Austin Peay in which
parents received discount
prices, a luncheon attended
by over 150 parents was held
at the Gamecock Cafeteria.
Parents enjoyed the food so
much that appraxirnately 60
returned for dinner that
evening, and over 30 attended the Sunday buffet
!unch.
Interested paxvnts were
given the opportunity ta
meet the coaches and tour

SU participates in Red Cross b ood drive
By BRENDA DEE3
JSU is one of the many
uiiversities to participate in
Lbe annual Red Cross blood
chive. The projert began
k r e with a program intraduced to Coach Fuller by
F A Cross reprsentatives.
Gach Fuller accepted this
-@portunity to help, and
since then has spearheaded
me blood drive.
Each year a willing
campus organization and

Coach Fuller co-sponsor this
annw' life saving event.
This year, Delta Sigma
Theta is taking on the
project. Its president, Gloria
Halcombe, is in charge of
contacting
campus
organizations,
organizing
the nurses and distributing
blood donation cards. ( M s s
Halcombe said that the
mrses administering aid in
recovery will be nursing

students, and the Red Crajs
voluriteer nurses will with
draw the blood.) Coach
Fuller has received pledges
of publicity and general aid
kom the RCYI"C, faculty, and
the Christian ministries here
on campus.
Coach Fuller said, "Last
year wasn't very good. It
was a poor day." Last year's
blood drive received a p

proximately 200 donors
compared to approximately
500 to 600 donors of previous
years.
Consequently, there has
beerr an improvement on last
year's timing. The blood
drive, in the auditorium d
Student Commons, will, be
held Wednesday, act. 24, and
Thursday, Oct. 25, from 9-12
a m . and 14 p.m. each day.
Many people are afraid to
donate blood. For those who

I

If there a r e any questions
in regards to the donating of
blood, they will be answered
by the Red Cross volunteer
nurses on the dates and
times aforementioned.

Letters

I t is hoped that Parents'
Day will become a regular
event during upcoming
academic years, and that the
'Triendliest Campus in the
South" will continue to gain
w i t i v e public respmse.

I

Page 2

The age of the
The

Chanticleer

will

not

I

be
published Oet. 30. Instead, a special

11I

Homecoming edition will be published
Nov. 2. The deadline is Monday, Oct.
29 at 4 p.m. The next paper will be
Nov. 13.

1I

Student consumer
Page 2

Maria Chevalier, JSU
freshman, who is a student
worker in the Alumni Office,
volunteered
her
time
Saturday to help grt?et interested parents. She said,
"I think Parents' Day is a
great idea. * l ' q & ~ p p ythat I
g d invoked. The parents
seem to really appreciate I
our efforts." Other students
who devoted their time a r e
Jackie Thomas, Kathy
Guthrie, Bill Bolt, P a m
Yother and Cheryl M a r c m

computer
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Page 3

Page 4

New recreational
rules
Page 4

(Photo By Opal Lovett)

Delta Sigma Theta sponsors blood drive
Picturd are &e officers from left
Gloria ~ ~ l ~ o l r president,
lb,
Arnetta

Wiliis, vice-president, Rhonda Williams,
Denise Jackson and Michelle Patterson.

Homecoming events
Spring sernepter course schedules
and a c a d e m ~ c advisemetit data
sheets w i l l be ava~Iai,bie
' d e d n s g a y , October 24, i n office
of aamasslons and r-ecards, 1st
floor Bibb Graves. Student I.?.
o r sther appropriate i d - e n t ~ f i c a t ~ o n contestants
( d r ~ v e r sI~cense)r e q u ~ r e d .
Pages 6 & 7

C m you guess who this woman is?

Find the answer h i d e this week's
-

( A H THEAR ANY QUESTIONS ?
MlSTER PRESIDENTI 15 THERE
Editor's corner

By JANA MOON

Students abuse check
cashing privilege
Ben Klrkland, head of the Business Office,talked to me
rile other day about a very 'dangerous problem. He said

that s t d e n t s are passing too many bad checks to the
Busires Office, and,unles this problem stops, students
~nllLose the right to cash checks a t the University.
In the *nonth of S e ~ t e ~ b ethe
r . Business Office had
$2,918.85 worth cf bad checks reTtuned,and,byOct. 15, they

Pad &ready had returned to them bad checks worth
$4,3227.77.

Ben Kirkland said, "We cannot continue to give service
rf students abuse it this way ." No one can blame the
B u s m e 5 Office for this stand. JSUcannot affordto absorb
up b $5,Wa month in bad checks,and students will be the
m e vd~omake the final decision by deciding to continue
a!~l*slngthls service cr by wing it therightway.
The check cashing policy of the Universityisas follows:
Astudent must present his identification card; no counter

_I. . L A L . I
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All letters to the editor must be signed when they are
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checks will be cashed; no checks will be cashed the-last
two weeks of the semester; and,after two returned checks
from a student. he loses his checkcashing privilege.
If students will wake up and look around town, they will
notice that many businesses have quit taking checks,
specially
students with out-of-town checking accounts.
The banks around Jadrsonville will cash students
checks, but students must join a check-cashing system.
The bankers will try to talk students into opening an account in Jacksonville which is not a bad idea. Local
businessmen will take a check £rana local bank quicker
than an out-of-town bank.
Students need to be careful with their check cashing
policies so that businessmen can trust them or before
long, they will not have any place that will take their
checks and these businessmen will have a legitimate
excuse to stop taking student checks.

The student consumer

handedin to us. We will withhold the name if so requested
but we must have the sigmture for our own legal
protection. If the letter is libaiaus it cannot be printed. In
such a case, the writer of the letter will be contacted and
allowed to correct the letter. Otherwise, with the exception of grammar, no editing will be done.
The editors of the paper reserve the right to edit any
other material turned in to the Chanticleer. Further, we
reserve the right to refuse publication of any letter or
material submitted by non-staff members. If anyone has
any auestions about such editing- thev- should contact the
&n%cleer and the reasons for the editing will be explained.

I

Right of center

YAWING
MINDFV
YES,#..
WEU NO..

A statement of policy
%iis editorial isn't exactly an editorial as such. It is a
statement of policy of the Chanticleer on certain matters
wneerning the operation cf this newspaper. Most of these
p : i c i s haven't been introduced by the current staff, but
h v e been in effect since before anyone on this staff
L w m i e affiliated with the paper.
Frst, any material, be it letters to the editor, an~mncements,advertisements, etc., which are not written
by ::::mbers
of the staff must be turned in by 3 p.m. the
Wdnesday preceding plblica tion This deadline has been
the s a n e for years and any change in the future is

ANY TROTH IN THE RUMOR M A T
Wu CAN T KEEP FROM -g
WUR

Gene
Wisdom

By MIKE MOON
Meat is an item that mast student consumers buy, but
m e that few knav much about. One of the big misconceptions that is held by consumen about meat is that they
are being ripped off by high meat prices. While meat is
high, it is no more expensive than anything else today. In
fact, through most of the past decade, beef and pork were
the best buys in the grocery store. All that has happened in
the last year or two is that meat prices have caught up
with other items. Still if the conslmer is careful and
knows what to look for, he can enjoy several different
m a t dishes and still stay within his budget.
The second biggest or perhaps the biggest mistake
many people make when they buy meat is that they look
£or the reddest, leanestmeat in the counter. They seem to
work on the idea that the leaner the meat is, the better it
is; this is exactly cpposite of the truth. Meat is graded by
the marbleing or the fat content within the red meat. The
rnoremarbleing, the higher thegrade. By the way, choice
is not the highest grade-Prime is. Because of this many
stores can sell "house grade" or Good grade beef and get
the same price a s they do for choice. Also, don't go for
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are usually marked down in price as most people look for
fresh beef. Now fresh pork is good, but beef like cheese is
better aged. That dark piece cf steak that most folks pass
upis probably the mastflavorful pieceof meat in the store.
In fact, most of the top restaurants in major cities would
charge extra for an aged steak. But, cook it as soon as
pcssible because it will go bad.
Right now chicken and pork are popular due to the high
priceof beef; actually pork is just as high, and freshness
is important in these meats. Chicken and fresh pork,
unlike beef, spoil rapidly and shauld be frozen if they are
to be kept uncodred formore than 24 hours.
Cured potk keeps well unfrazen andhas many different
uses in cooking. Hams are a cured pork product on which
s v i n g s can be had if the consumer will buy the shank
partion instead of the butt. Contrary to popular belief,
there is no more meat on the butt than there is the shank.
In fact, there is probably l e s . The butt contains the hip or
H bone which is virtually useles, while the hock off the
d a n k is the best seasaning for vegetables to behad.
One final tip, chain stores do not usually specialize in
meat; forthis reason the bestmeat can usually
be found
- ..
.. .
. .
- . -
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There's poison in the SALT --Part V
"I", got whether yau win or lose, but how you play the
We've heard this proverb repeated countless
--,'smce
we were children, and indeed it is a wonderful
' s s d r l !or children to learn from sports. The problem is
izlrt
sometimes apply it where it has no relevance. We
:-:rz3 ianxnediately base our acceptance of the suggestion
;y ."experts" that we begm a program of disarmament
l
'..F-,d
on mutual trust wlth the Russians on this old adage.
Yon know it just might work-if Little League Bqseball
.,as tke forum for competition between our countries.
Bnt, lt un't and that is precisely thereasonwhy we must
reject the idea of Mutual Assured Destruction. This
2 x h me on which U.S. deterrence policy is based holds
n ~ nle~ther
z
side would strike first m a nuclear war
,Tzl'se the retaliabo n would be so devastating, killing
d!:crns of people that such aggression would be un~s;Y<ahle.This MADhgs has underlied both of the SALT
zesbes and official thought slnce Robert McNarnara was
Z~aete?,ryof Defense during the Sixties.
It &szuid really be great if both sides adhered to this
2- zaae both in wards and a c t i o ~
wouldn't it? Think of it:zr-~aonuclearwar and world brotherhood based on
:-a~::$
fear. The trouble is that one particular charac.:P
z?
i t of CQrnmunlSts is that they a r e the only ones who
_ dsr bn k i n g judged an the basis of what they say alone
t ~ l 5e% rest of us are judged on ourdeeds.
%met bosses were gmcious enough to recognize
c-lr itsr and clever enough to capitalize on it. They signed
.!?e 2392 ABM Treaty with us which limited each side to
-vc izBM (anb-ballistic missiles which are designed to
?%ci?.y incoming offensive m w i l e s ) sites an61 then the
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1974 Interim Agreement which limited us to one site each.
One would hope that the Swiets were appreciative of this
agreement, but they probably laughed at our stupidity in
allowing them to catch up with our lead of almost a decade
in ABM technology.
The Unitedstates was then unilaterally inane enough to
close down its allowed ABM site in Grand Forks, North
Dakota, giving the Rusians a lead in active ABM
ddenses. This is simply to preserve the irrational concept
that our population must be cleanly destroyed with no
fallout from our own missiles in the rubble.
The Soviets clearly not cmly reject the view that such a
war is unwinnable, h t are demonstrating their resolution
to win should such a harrible war break out. This is made
appallingly evident by their violations of the first SALT
THE STATUS QUO IN CUB
IS UNACCEPTABLE!

HE STATUS QUO IN CUB
IS ACCEPTABLE
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'?hi! Chanticleer, established a s a student newspaper
it Jecksonville State in 1934, is published each Tuesday

'.) <'udents of the tin~versitySlgned columns represent
fipmlon of the wrlter whlle unslgned editorials
reyresent the opinlon d the Executive Edltorlal ComK,r^.ce Ed~torlalsdo not necessarily reflect the pollcy of
212 4SU admlnlstratlon
i h e Chanbcleer offlces are located In Pannell Hall,
t b o r n i 219 and 220, phone 4359820, ext 233
A l l correspondence should be duected to The Chan.
Litleer, Box 56, Jacksonv~lle State Unlverslty,
Jac Psonv~lle,Alabama, 36265
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agreement discussed in a previous portion of this series
butalso through their massive civil defense program. The
Kremlin is making it unmistakable that it has the will to
win.
Do we have that will? Should we? Our leaders tellus nothat peace is the primary g a l and that the means to
preserve that peace lies in doing away with our ability to
wage and win war. This prescription infects the heart of
the SALT process, the Mutual Balanced Force Reduction
(MEWR) talks and similar symptoms of detente. It is a
view which leaves out a will to win in favor of a determination for peace a t all costs.
In order for this notion to have any justification for
determining policy we had to be convinced that the
Saviets followed it also. This requireda rationalization for
their aggressive military build-up a t an levels. So we said
in the late 60's that their maximum objective is to narrow
the gap and that they definitely didn't believe that
quantitative superiority was possible. If that is true, then
it is only because we succeeded in snowing them over. I
suspect though that the cmly victims 0f.a snow job are the
American people. That's ycy and me.
Where is that will then? Was it simply proven useless
through rational discussion? Was it just worn down
through the pressures of living i n a nuclear age? Or did it
evolve into a non-will, of merely surviving. This writer
believes it lies somewhere close to the latter. It was
another victim of that consuming desire for success.
Saneone once said, "There is no greater reluctance than
that of a comfortable society to face danger-and the
(See SALT, Page 3)
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the same price a s they do for choice. Also, don't go for
thme stores who claim to sell only government inspected
beef. All meat has to be gwemment inspected before it
can be sold to the public. Look for the grade of the beef,
either Choice or Prime: do not be fooled by house grades
as a r e featured in many chain stores.
One of the best ways to save money on beef is to look for
meat that has turneddark in the sales counter. These cuts
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meat; for this reason the best meat can usually be found
at independent stores. Lock for a store which uses the
"deli type" service case instead of the common selfs?rvice case, with their prepackaged meats, that most
chains use. The service case narmally indicates that the
store specializes in meat and that consumers can have
their meats cut to order instead of having to take what is
there.

Letters to the editor
(All letters to the editor will be printed as long as they
are not libelous and as long a s they are signed. You may
request that your "name be withheld" and it will not
appear in print in the paper, but we must have your
signature. If you wish the editor, staff member or public to
reply, please request and we will do all we can to see that
you have your answer.)
It is not standard newspaper practice to answer letters
te the editor, (it is more common for magazines);
however, recognizing that many students who write want
and need a response to their letters and further
recognizing the difference in the needs of the college
community as opposed to those of the averagelcommunity, the editorial staff has decided to respond to those
letters which ask questions or those which otherwise may
deserve a response.
Anyone who has written in the past wanting such a
response please feel free to write again, but if you want
help in your love life, try Dear Abby.
Dear Mr. Tillrnan:
From the beginning, let
me assure you that this reply
to your letter is not an attack, but an explanation
primarily concerned with
the washer - dryer problem,
which is campus wide and
not confined just to the men's
darm.
In your letter, if I may
paraphrase, you concluded
that the SGA is not doing a
gaod job because there are
no washers and dryers in the
men's dorms. Indeed, there
are no washers and dryers in
the men's dorms, but it is a
fact that the washers and
dryers are breaking dawn
campus wide; but, the SGA
is not a t fault. At the
beginning of August, the
university sent out requests
for bids to companies who
might be interested in accepting a contract to install
their washers and dryers on
campus. These bids were
cdlected and a contract
finalized approximately the
middle of September. The
company chosen to replace
the old one is an independent
company in that it is a oneman operation. This man

proved by the university
administration.
Mr.
Tillman's writing to the
editor is commendable, and
is a student action which
should be taken much more
often Rather than making
the school paper a battlefield
of opposing loyalties, where
an inflamed student is answered by a n equally
enraged SGA official, the
paper should hencebrth be
used as an area in which
students can question and
the SGA will answer. The
SGA will make the effort, a s
it is hoped the students will
also.
J a s o n Williams

movie or a dance on
Saturday night? It will save
gas and help put pride badr
into the school.
Sincerely,
W. Dow Nicholson
Dear Editor,
I a m responding to the
response (printed in the Oct.
16 edition of the Chanticleer)
to the so'called "hot letter"
printed in the Oct. 2, edition
of the Chanticleer.
First of all, I don't think
the author of the letter tried
to project the letter in a
"hot"manner. I think heshe
was simply voicing his
opinion of the way he sees
things on this campus, and
everyone is entitled to his
own opinion.
Indeed there is a "rare
breed" on this campus. That
rare breed consists of that
handful of blacks who are
trying very hard to make a
way for themselves.and their
fellow black students. They
aren't trying to get
recognition "given" to them
or anyone else. They're
working hard $ earn it.
Being a 31-year-old adult
&'you"should know a s well
one
as thegives
next anything
person that
away
no

pronused, as part of the
contract, to provide the
needed washers and dryers
within a certain number oE
days, and also, to p l ~ v i d ea
two-hour repair service to all
broken washers and dryers.
Now, to specifically answer your question, the SGA
Business Manager pleaded
with the university administration not to accept
this company, but thqr did.
Reasons were specifically
painted out by the SGA
Business Manager as to why
another company would be a
better investment; but for
reasons not explained, the
administration chose to
accept a contract with the
present company. The SGA's
name is branded to the deal,
but it is the administration
who made the decision.

Dear Editor,
I think it is a shame that
Jax State University can't
keep its own students here
for a weekend. Even though
gasoline prices have gotten
to the horrible price of $1 per
gallon, students still drive
two to three hours to go home
every weekend. The SGA
talks about making bike
rentals available and activities on the weekends to
keep students here, but how
can they pass these pieces of
legislation when
they
themselves have left for the
weekend? I am one of the
unfortunate people who must
stay here most weekends out
of the semester, because my
parents live about a
sand miles from here.
abama is lucky to be
getting a s much gas a s it is
getting.

F

whole but you're missing the
point altogether. One has to
find himself on an individual
basis. Trying to ride on the
accomplishments
won't take you very
of far
others
for

Concluding, let me again
a s u r e the reader that this is
not an attack on Mr.
Tillman's judgement. The
conclusion he made a h t
the SGA is quite normal,
although it may have been
reached a bit too hastily. The
students should always
remember that very few
important actions taken by
the SGA are not first ap-

Many cities and states have
gcme on the oddeven gas
rationing plan. There is also
no gas sold on the weekends
or weekday nights. With the
OPEC nations raising their
prices on crude oil again this
week, that in turn will make
the price of gas skyrocket.
Why not take some of our
money and allocate it for
weekendacbvitia, such as a

long.
I'm not condemning the
acts of anyone concerning
last year's homecoming
issue, because there were
more speculations than hard
care facts brought to the
surface. But that incident
should make every one b y
harder not give up. Imagine
what would have happened
to the government a s a whole
iSee LETTERS, Page 3)

these
do earn
days.
our Political
recognition
leaders
as a

became one of the 99 charter members of the
Scutheastem Library Netwoxk (SOLANET) on March 9,
1973. This one terminal linked by *one lines to the Ohio
Library Center in Columbus, helped in cataloging 18,000 to
20,000 of the 39,000 books received in 197879, excluding
microforms. A large majority of the books not catalogued
by the computer terminal were published before 1973; the
Library of Congress does not indude published material
prior to 1973 on its computer tape. These books are
catalogued by hand.
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clerical workers.

In contrast, Auburn University, boasting the largest
university library in the state, has four computer terminals for cataloging and one for interlibrary loaning. In
1977, Auburn catalogued approximately 50,000 books-an
average of 12,500 bocks on one terminal. Again,
Jacksonville averaged 19,000 catalogued books on one
terminal that must also be used for loaning, verifying and
crdering. The reason for this high cataloging average is
that the JSU terminal is constantly in use. On Mondays
through Thursdays, saneone works the terminal from
6:30 a.m. -until 9 p.m., and an Fridays from 6:30 a.m. until
4:30p.m. Many books are on the shelvesbefore their entry
cards are filed in the card catalog. A s s ~ o na s a new book

Xn addition to cataloging, Jacksonville State's interlibrary learning system was transferred from the mail
Co the computer terminal in April 1979. By doing this, the
m a l two weeks to m e month waiting period for a loaned
book is shortened to only a few days. Cole Library

subject floor. Obviously, this can become a very tedious
job. The 'bassle7' d catalog card filing will be eliminated
by the Library of C o n g ~ s sin 1981. At that time, the card
catalogs will be dficially closed, and no more cards will
be printed. Instead, all newly published books will be filed
-'

m computer tape only. To locate a new book, library
visitors will refer to a small type of computer terminal
instead of the card catalog drawers. Eventually, the card
catalog room will be filled with small terminals that
aqyone can easily operate. The University of Georgia's
library is presently using this new terminal successfully.
Li~rarieshave come a long way since the day Benjamin
Franklin conceived it, but we can rest assured that he
would be proud of it now.
/

b

SALT

Guess who this week is

Ins-

Dr. Ada Mdlican,
Dean of School of Library Science

(Continued From Page 2)
(Continued From Page 1)
greater the danger the greater the reluctance." Yes, our
people have become pasgve, with a n irritating need that
mere existence goes m a little longer so that they will not,
as Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn wrote, have to "step over the
threshhold of hardship today" with a cowardly faith that
tomorrow will be all right.
Well, tomorrow is here with a game in which it does
matter whether we win or lose. But, we had better decide
now because we're dawn to the bottom of the ninth.

-
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-
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of th&playing some jazz
dmived music. As good as
they are I'm sure such an
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project yourself a s a very
intelligent man, but get off
the interested bandwagon
and get on the one that's not
only interested but trying to

vmy refreshing, especially
in comparison with the
majority
of
material
published in the media
today. Just such a stand on
basic decency and morals is
what this country needs. We
have rationalized and
philosophized the sins of tlik
nation to such a great exteiil
that we have become n u n h
to what is right and wkit is
-wrong. As a result, yieldirrg
to nothing less than acceptance and tolerance a€
these social circumstances
has became the norm. Irr

nut snmp artinn h ~ h i n dt h a t

d w r i " R i u h t ~ n i 1 exalt<
~1~~

effort on their part would
come across very well.
All in all I think you had
some very good points in
your letter, and I think it's
vwy good that you are
"deeply and genuinely interested in solutions." You

interest.
anation, &sin isadisgrace
Now YOU "dig this," to any. .people."
(Proverbs
.
-people
- withhold the& n a m e 14:34)
sincerely,
as one form of utilizing their
privacy right. It has nothing
' Tim Tipson
to do with not being Black
you can come off that. I
$&o%:

6 , 7). By not decihg to
act, you make a
and that decision may

31,

negatively affect the rest of
your academic

OPEN HEARTH
Welcomes All JSU Students
Entertainment Oct 22--27th

I

"SPECTRUM"
One of Boston 'k top recording groups.
(1 week only)

1

TUESDAY
Student night
All student's drinks
1/2 price (LD. required)

WEDNESDAY
Ladies night
FREE draft
Mixed drinks 1.50

THURSDAY
Draft Bust
All the draft you can drink
Guys $5.00 Gals $3.00
Also get your costume

ur Hal10 ween Party

Educational Center
Call Days Evenlngs k Weakondr

THERE es
I DIFFERENCE!
For Information
Please Caw:

BIRMINGHI
(206) 939-018;

I

Centers in More Than 80 Major
US Clties, Puerto R ~ c o Toronto,
,
Canada & Lugano, Switzerland

Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 800.223.1782
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LOO^ for classes labeled PSI
BYN.KARLOVICKSM~H
During spring semester, you may want to try indlvidualized sections of Intro Chemistry ( CYlOl). College,
Algebra (MSlOl), American History (HY201), Human
Physiology (BY262), Statistics (PSY300), a Child
Development (PSY320).
These classes cover the same material as the regular
lecture sections. You use the PSIappoach. This approach
lnvolves shart units which you master. In some sections,
you even get to use acomputer to help y ou learn.
When you are ready, you take your tests. As soon a s you
complete the test, you talk with your advisor ( a n advanced student). No more endless waiting for the instructor to tell you your grade. If you don't do well on the
test, you can restudy the concepts and then take a different version of the same test without a grade penalty.
When you lock in the Spring '80 Schedule of Clases, look
for classes labelled PSI. This spring more individualized
classes will be offered than ever before.
If you want to learn to study more efficiently and effectively, try LS101, Academic Survival Skills. Besides
being able to better cope with your other college classes,

you will also receive m e unit of college credit.
Weak in math skills? Are you math-anxious? I s your
high school math background deficient? Try U i i o ,
Reinforcing Quantitative Skills. You may improve your
chances of passing MSlOl when you take it later by a s
much a s 800 percent.
If taking English 101, a required college course, makes
you nervous, or if your chances of now passing 101 a r e
dim, spring semester may be the time to take LS105,
Reinforcing Communication Skills. You will be working
cn an individual basis through the Writing Clinic.
In addition to the courses offered, the Writing Clinic,
Reading Lab, and study information are available for any
student who wishes to come in and work, but who may not
have enough time in any one semester to sign up for a
course. The Writing C h i c can give you help in compcsition &ills. The Reading Lab, located on the 3rd floor
of Ramona Wood, can help you to read more efficiently.
Study skills materials are also available. Visit the Center
for Individualized Instruction (105RWB) for information
and materials. Your academic life is YOUR responsibility!

September & October's
bad checks total '8,846.62
By JANA MOON
According
to
Ben
Kirkland, so far this school
year, students have -passed
bad checks amaunting to

$8,846.62.
"We cannot continue to
give service if abused this
way ," said Kirkland. He
continued saying that unlcss

this amount drastically
reduces, students will lose
their
check
cashing
privilege.
In the month of S e p

tember, students passed bad
checks
amounting to
$3,918.85 and by Oct. 15, they
passed bad checks already
amounting to $4,927.77

Sociology Department offers course
dealing with social aspect of death
By JANA MOON
The Sociology Department
dfers a very unique class for
students to experience.
"Death and Dying" deals
with the social a p x t of
ieath.

F

Students are given experience on how to do a
funeral. The students
themselves participate in the
actual funeral. A number is
drawn out of a hat to all who
plays the part of the person
who dies. An actual service
is carried out with a

minister, grieving relatives,
pallbearers, friends and
even a real casket in Brown
Funeral Home on Oct. 23.
Annetta Marie Willis plays
the part of the dead person
and the ceremony is open to
all relatives and friends

along with the student body
of JSU.
Other activities of the
class include a survey of the
attitudes of college students
toward suicide, buying
cemetery plots, cost of pet
funerals, children and death,
war deaths and euthanasia.
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'wearing numbers '
cause a problem
with student ID'S
1

'
I

By JENNY WOODS
There have been problems developing concerning the
IDcards. It seems that the nurnbersare wearing off. This
i may cause problems for a student. For instance, if a
student were to go to the football game with a card in this
condition, the guard would not be able to accept it. If you
have noticed this problem with your ID, there is
something you can do about it. Mr. Fain of Special Services, located on the 4th floor of the Student Commons
Building, said that any student having this problem should
c a n e by his office and he would be more than happy to
validate your ID free of charge. It seems that the dyes
used for stamping the ID card were not made well, and
this is what caused the problem Mr. Fain said that he has
ordered new ones and there should be no problem with the
ID next semester.

There have been new rules established for the
recreational area in the Student Commons Building,
located on the second floor. These rules were established
for the benefit and protection of the JSU students. These
ruleswere not established to penalize anyone, but to avoid
any trouble that may come up. These a r e the new rules:
I. Jacksonville State University students: '
A. A student must present his-her own ID card,
validated for the current semester in order to check out
equipment and-or use the facility.
B. A student may bring o u t d - -town guests. A guest
must present proper identification. Area residents, including Anniston, Piedmont, etc., are not to be considered
out-of-town guests.
C.Spouse of JSU students may participate only if accanpanied by the student. Datesof JSUstudentsmay also
participate. Local parents, brothers, sisters, children and
other relatives of studentsmay notuse the facility.
D. No student is allowed to share equipment with
another person, to chedr out equipment for another
person, or to leave his equipment in the possession of
another person.

'
I

E. If a student has his own equipment, he must leave his
ID card a t the desk and not allow others to use the
equipment unless their IDS are also turned in at the desk.
F. No cigarettes are allowed on the tables. No tobacco
chewing in pool area.
G. One hour time limit on pool tables. Tables must be
relinquished immedately at the time other students are
eligible.
H. No sitting on pool tables, ping pong tables, or air
conditioners is allowed.
I. No gambling allowed.
J. The following charges are made for broken or lost
equipment: Cue stick, $6; ping pong paddle, $2; cards,
$1.25; Rook cards, $1.50; chess, $6; pinochle cards, $2.25;
cue ball, $4; rack, $1.50; checkers, $2.
11. Jacksonville State University facultv and staff:
A. A faculty or staff member must present his-her ID
card, currently validated, in arder to check out equipment
and-or use the facility.
B. If space is available, children of F&S members may
use the facility by presenting the parent's ID card.
Children of F&S members may not bring guests with
them. Children under 14 years of age must be accompanied by the faculty or staff member who must
remain with them while they play. Spouse of F&S
members may use the facility.

111. Jacksonville State University alumni:
A. Active alumni members only may participate by
presentation of their c u r e n t alumni card.
IV. Guest of the university:
A. Guest of the university may use the facility but will
be asked to leave identification when checking out
equipment. Children under 14 years of age must be accompanied by a n adult.Sponsors of visiting groups will be
asked to be present while members a r e using the facility.
No pets are allowed in the Student Commons Building.
No food or drink is allowed in the pool area.
If there are any Questions, please check with the
supervisor on duty at the desk.

\-Homecoming

events-

Oct. 24-Nov. 6: Academic advisement, pick up class
schedule book, trial schedule, and academic advisement
&ta sheet in office of Admissions and Records.
Nov. 7-21: Regular registration in office of dean of your
major.
Nov. 27-27: Open registration in office of dean of your
major.

By N.KARLOVICHSMITH
Don Martin's skydiving teamwill skydive in to the pregame show and present the ball to the refreesSaturday,
Nov. 3.

registration continued, no statement of charges mailed,
last day to file for'April graduation.

++++

Monday, Jan. 14 : Last day b r registration and addition
of courses, tuition due for thase stueents registering
during January in Business Office.

Due to conflicting times with the Homecoming concert,
the date for the BED RACE has been changed to Monday,
' Oct. 29. Same time, same place. Get your entry blanks
completed and returned to the SGA Otfice by 4 p.m., Oct.

Friday, Feb. 8: Last day to drop courses without
academic penalty.

23.

Friday, March7: Spring hdidays beginningat 5:30 p.m.
Jan. 2: Dormitories open b r occupancy a t 10 a m .
Monday, March 17: Classes resume a t 7:30 a.m.
Jan. 2: Tuition due b r all students registered in
Wlsiness Office.
Jan. 3 4 : Open registration, no statement of charges
mailed.
Monday, Jan. 7 : Clascs commencing a t 7 :30 a m . , open

,
t

Monday, March 24: Last day to withdraw or drop
passing h-om a course.
Wednesday-Wednesday,
examinations.

April

9-16:

++++

Homecoming float applications are due Friday, Oct. 26,
to the Alumni Office. Floats will be judged on creativity,
originality, and general appearance. This year, no money
will be allocated b r the float because cash prizes of $75,
$50 and $35 a r e being awarded.

++++

Diana Martin, Wellborn High School arts and crafts

instructor; and StevenGriffin and Rhonda Roebuck, JSU
art instructors, will judge homecoming displays and

floats.

++++

Homecoming display entry forms should be submitted
to Jerry Stinson in the Alumni Office by 4 p.m., Oct. 30.
First, second and third place plaques and trophies will be
awarded to dorm and wganization display winners. Male
dwrns, female dorms, and organizational entries (including fraternities) will be judged in separate classes on
Friday, Nov. 2.
The theme, "Anything Goes" allows greater
pas sibilities for creativity than ever before. Displays will
be judged on originality, craftsmanship, theme and
structure.
Any questions shauld be directed to Darrell Craven,
Jerry Stinson, Homecoming Commit tee co - chairpersons.

Semester

Friday, April 18: Spring commencement, 8 p.m.

C

STOP SIGN NOTICE
Several weeks ago some stop signs were removed f r o m 4 and 3 way intersections i n accordance with a Highway Department project. It has now been
decided i n the interest of traffic safety to reinstall stop signs at the following
4 or 3 way and signalized intersections.
INTERSECTION
N. Church Avenue & 11th Street
N. Church Avenue & 8th Street
N. Church Avenue & 7th Street
N. Church Avenue & E. Mountain Street
N. Church Avenue & E. Francis Street
S. Church Avenue & E. Ladiga Street
S. Church Avenue & E. Vann Street
S. Church Avenue & James Street
9th Street & Mountain View Avenue
7th Street & 5th Avenue
6th Street & Mountain View Avenue
E. Mountain Street & 7th Avenue
E. Vann Street & 5th Avenue
E. Vann Street & 8thAvenue
Cole Drive & London Avenue
W. Mountain Street & London Avenue
W. Mountain Street & Gadsden Road
W. Francisstreet & Spring Avenue
W. College Street & Spring Avenue
W. Coffee Street & M a r b u t Avenue
Alexandria Avenue & A Street
Alexandria Avenue & D Street

STOP
4 way
4 way
4 way
4 way
Signal
4 way
Signal
4 way
4 way
4 way
4 way
4 way
3 way
4 way
Signal
Signal
Signa I
3 way
4 way
4 way
Signa I
4 way

These signs w i l l be reinstalled starting Monday, October 22, so please be aware
and
DRIVE CAREFULLY
Jacksonville City Council

EVERYONE CAPPI

Honda-Kawasaki

of Anniston

For big savings clip
o u t coupon and
present t o
salesperson

See if now-the new RoomMate
featuring R CA's Xtendedbife chassis

*-----------------------<

': PLEASE LIMIT
5704 Weaver Rd*
I

i
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Homecoming Queen
Contestants.........
Photos by
Opal Lovett

MONA HOLSQNBACK
Pi Kappa Phi

NANCY FOX
Chorus

ELIZABETH BRITT
Phi Mu Alpha

DONNA SCALF
Zeta Tau Alpha

FELECIA CARLYLE
Alpha Xi Delta

DENISE ROGERS
Curtiss Hall

RHONDA KELLEY
Phi Mu

SHERRI GRISHAM

JANA BURROUGHS
Alpha Tau Omega

DEBORAH MASSEY
Circle K

CINDY BRADEN
Delta Omicron

RHONDA HOPKINS
Kappa Sigma

BECKYCOTNEY
Zeta Tau Alpha

PATTY JOHNSON
Sigma Nu

GINA BAILY

VALERIE VARNELL
Ballerinas

DEBBIE HAND
Cheerleaders

SUSAN MADDUX
Zeta Tau Alpha

TERESA JONES
Alpha Xi Delta Alumni

WUPJIS ISAHELLE
International House

P U R L PATIELO
Weatherly Hall

KARIN WHITESIDE
A capella

Alpha Tau Omega

DEBBIE JARIS
J a x State Baseball

KAREN GRIFFIN
Rowan Hall

LISA FOWLER
BCM

10 % Discount
'offeredto
JSU students!
Dear ISU Students
At The Jeans Affair we have jeans and accessories. We
offer Calvin Klein, Landlubber, Pierre Cardin, Levis, etc.
W e considered moving to Jax State but because of the
reduced student population during Christmas, ~ast;r,and
the summer we find the move impossible.
Being eight miles away and in a-supposed gas shortage we
are offering you a reason to shop in our store other than good
merchandise and already low prices:
We will offer
any JSUstudent, with presentation of student I.D.,
a 10 o
discount.
/O

Located between Sawmill Restaurant and
football practice field

sk about Our weekly Deli special

We appreciate your business

We have the best Deli sandwiches
in town
We have Backgammon Tournaments every Tuesday night

I

We also sell Backgammon boards
and elquipment

I

We have all goosenecks bottles
for 50 every Monday night
Draft is 3sC,pitchers * 2 0 ° every
Wednesday night
WE NEVER HAVE A COVER CHARGE

Phone 435-9983

GRADY STALLINGS

1
3

Hwy 21 across from main gate

THE CHANTICLEER
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BEVERLY BURTON
Afro American Assoc.

VICKIE ADAMS
Delta Zeta

DEBORAH KAY
WOTC

JUDY NEYMAN
Phi Mu Pledge Class

Page 7

ueen
Contestants......

JANET PARKER
Phi Mu

ROBIN RICHARDSON
Kappa Alpha Little Sisters

SHERYL SUMERHILL
Alpha P h i Alpha

SONYA HARRISON
New Dorm

VICKIE GLOSSON
Delta Chi

LEIGH ANN THRASH
Delta T a u Delta

ANN SEAY
Omega P s i Phi

TERESA BROWN
Sparkman

VICKI ACKLIN
Daugette Hall

CYNTHLA WALKER
Pannell Hall

SHEILA RAGLAND
Kappa Alpha P s i

AMANDA SMITH
Zeta Tau Alpha

LORI CONNER
Delta Zeta

MICHELLE PATTERSON
Delta Sigma Theta

SHERRY SIMS
Alpha Tau Omega

PAT W H I l T
Alpha Xi Delta

MARILYN CONNER
Delta Zeta

JAVEL MORGAN
Alpha Kappa Alpha

CHERYL BURGESS
Alpha Xi Delta Pledge Class

OLIVIA SPOONER
Masque Wig

BARBARA :!ATTEN
A capella

uepartment or ueograpny ana ueology
receive multiplex stereographic plotter
plotter as a gift from the Department of Geography at
Bngham Young University in Provo, Utah. This mstrument is used to produce topographic maps from aerial
photograph). Topographic maps, maps showing the relief
of the landscape, are prepared from a three dunensional
lrnage that is formed by the Multtplex using overlapping
aerlal photographic scenes d the landscape. The drawmg
of topographic maps with mstrurnents such a s the
Multiplex mvolves a knowledge of photogrammetry and
photogrammetrids, persons dulled in this technique, are
m demand throughout the Unrted States.
This past summer, Dr. Thomas Baucom, an associate
pm fesscr m the Department d Geography and Geology a t
JSU, learned of the intenbons of fellow geographers at
Brigham Young University to donate thelr MuJtlqleu to

hls department at Jadrsonvllle State University be
considered as a passble donee. In September, Dr.
Baucom was lnformed that of sur institutions, JSU was the
one chosen to receive the Multiplex.
Dr. Baucom hopes to assemble the instrument and have
it
operational
in
tlme
for
hls
course,
GY409?Photogrammetry, to be offered in the Spring
Semester. Pre-requisite for thls course is the consent of
the instructor; however, lt is advisable that the student
interested m takmg thls c o w s have had one of the
following courses: Gy200 Cartography I, GY302 Remote
Sensng, or EG251 Engmeenng Surveying. The course
carries three semester hours of credit and consists of two
hours of lecture and two hours of lab work.

Jacksonville State University

-Dr. David Rigdon
-Dr. Jerry Thompson

I
I

I
I

Wesley Foundation
Campus Ministry
Jacksonville State University

about all that"
-Dr. Jerry When
-Dr. Doug McConatha

3.75 OZ SIZE

DATE: October 27
FULL SIZE RANG'E

REG

"9""VALUE

STEEL WOOL
SOAP PADS

I00 TABLETS

PLACE: Penn Ave. neighborhood
ADMISSION : $3.00
i
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Announcements I

Genetic research
What is happening in
Genetic Research today?
What promises and dangers
are pmed for humanity by
what is now taking place on
the frontiers of biological
experimentation? What will
such developments as the
creation of new life forms
through recombinant DNA
and the manipulation of the
human reproductive process
mean for our future?
A Conference on Genetic
Research at Jacksonville.
State University, will explore these ver; questions.
The event, sponsared by
Wesley ~oundationCampus
Ministry, will be held in the
Student
Commons
Auditqrium a t Jax State on
Tuesday, Oct. 23, at 7 p m .
The general public, as well
as the University cornmunity, is invited to attend.

...........................

$

Momecoming Parade

C
+
4

entry forms due

+
4
4
4
4

Friday October 26,

.-

4:w p.m.

4

*

The J.S.U. Bookstore is
having
a
special
Homecoming sale on crepe
paper. A variety of colors of
crepe paper will be sold a t
discount
during
Homecoming week.

*4

4

C

4
4
4
4

&

Rings on sale

..........................

111
II1
111

Interview schedule

c Bookstore special
c
4

+4

1

sociology majors
make an ammogntment
--a-.a---

--SAL

11I

Mondaya'nday
8 - 4:30 "".
.
CIA uttice in
Commons

--

111
111

-----I-
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Alahama
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Mr. Tom Roberson, PE
3 6 , Education Dept.9 Room
coach and faculty member,
207.
was presented by Gov. Fcb
James an Emergency 1 1 I
the laat m3nutel
1 1 1 1L
Medical Technician I a w a ~ d
FOR SALE
for Outstanding Volunteer
Service in
Northeast
Sears Coldspot
Alabama on Oct. 10.
Refrigerator/
3:30 p.m. in Room 202 in cancelled clue to la& of
Freezer
Ramona Wood Building. entries.
Pictures for the scrapbook
Price: $75.00
Kappa Delta
rial+will be made. All membas Sigma 1G,,
aU
please attend!
Call AFTER 5:30
Epsilon
Sigma Tau Delta will meet
at
Contest cancelled
Oct. 23 at 7 p.m. in Pannell.
B20-4822
Kappa Delta Epsilon will
All old and new members
meet Tuesday, Oct. 23, a t
$1.98 beauty contest is should attend.

---- ---- --------.

Alpha Psi Omega dramatic fraternity
to hldl auditions for upcoming play

L

.

L

Cafeteria.
Production dates for the
"13Cent Traveling Theatre"
are tentatively set for late
November. On the bill will be
three one-act plays which
will feature work by student
actors, directors, and
L-IAL-L

with the shows in any
Directors of the shows
capacity are invited to at- will be Mike Meyer, Holly
tend one or both auditions. BrOck and Regina
..-wlll serve
This is a fine oppwtunity b r Tubbs. Doug Moon
those interested in any as producer. Alpha P s i
aspect of theatre to ac- Omega is looking for
cumuia'te first hand ex- SOmone to work a s

---

*hml.nh ~ k a
anhlol

f ~ r h n k a l di

*

BTNB-Birmingham Trust Nationa 1 Bank, Bham
(Business majors )

Tuesday, Nov. 13
(Dec. '79-May '80 graduates)

Milliken Corp ., LaGrange, G a j
(Business & Math majors)

Wednesday, Nov. 14
(Dec. '79 graduates)

NCR Corp.
(Business majors, Bus. Ed., Computer Science)

'Ihursday, Nov. 15
(Dec. '7%May '80 graduates)

Birmingham City School System
(Education majors only)
/

ERIconducts carnpa%n
ANNAPOLIS. MD. - EXpedition Research, Inc., a
new membership
organization based in &
napolis, M d , is now conducting a campaign to
register adventure - minded
college
students
and
professors. E R I is a
placement service which
matches outdoor enthusiasts
to scientific and exploratory
expeditions worldwide. ERI
mem ber s
i n c 1u d e
photographers,
sailors,
scientists, mountaineers,
journalists, and others who
love the out-ofdoors and who
have a taste for adventure,
research and exploration
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Students, either undergraduate or graduate are
in demand. They are cften
cffered the opportunity to
gain field egerience by
working with professors;
others simply welcome the
chance to take a semester or
two cff from their studies.
Currentlv. for exam~le.E M
is looking for 80- college
students to Assist a
Smithsonian - sponsored dig
for fossil man in Indian
during December and
January.
EKI registration costs $15
per year. Registrants
receive amonthly newsletter
listing expedition o p

Research, Inc., P. 0. Box
467, Cathedral & Franklin
Streets, Annapolis, MD.,
21404 or write for further
information. A registration

Expeditions which have pwtunities,
benefits including
and a variety
a 20
of
amroached
ERI for team ,rnn,t
A
.
c,,
..
U Ulll
members range from a- FSQ~D,
Mn~nntain cnmta
UP,.
chaeological excavations to the largest mail
out-
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F A L G I I b

m
from
a l aoceanographic
y a n mountain-rhg:
surveys
and Cave exploration to
scientific investigations an
T
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Jacksonville
State
University's chapter of
Alpha Psi Omega dramatic
katernity will hold open
auditions for this semester's
production
"The 13433nt
Traveling Theatre" this
week. Auditions will be held

Mcnday, Nov. 12
(Dec. '79-May '80 graduates)

1
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Morrison's Food Services, Mobile
(Business, Food & Nutrition, Dietetics majors)

.

sruaent

Caucus workshops and
convention, Saturday and
Sunday, November 3 & 4.

------.

Mcmday, Nov. 12
(Dec. '79-May '80 graduates)
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Interested in learning
organizatio~l techniques?

Roberson
awarded
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the United
door
equipment
States.supplier in

Individuals may register
by sending $15 to ~ ~ ~ ~

d

i
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card will be issued and a full
packet of information, an
EMS catalog, and application forms will be sent
upon registration.

veeK. nuaitlons wlli ut: nelu
Vedneday and Thursday,
k t . 24-25,at6:30 p.m. in Self

actors, Qlrecwla, arlu
technical workers.
Anyone interested to work
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pgience through the actual
production of a show.

Episcopal College Community celebrates 1st birthday

-

--------a-

m p w those associated
years,
he= with
the group have developed
lnto a close knit community,
a community that ccntinues
to grow and change all the
whlle.
At this point in our
evolution, we see the need to
mtablish a more formal
kdenhty m the eyes of the
campus as a whole. On Sept.
10 W P chnse the name

-structOrs*
crew, etc. captains

and

* GUITARS * GUITARS
EE Forbes 4
Piano

k * GUITARS
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By FRANK BUCK
"Episcopal College C0mSept. 30, marked the birth munity." We elected as ccb
3f
Jacksonville State's presidents Frank Bucko and
newe st
r e 1 i g i o u s William KilIough a n d
xganization, the Episcopal established a regular
College Community. Thrs schedule of meetings, the
sroup had its informal second Sunday of every
@innings
approximately month. Plans are now unWo Years ago when Dr. derway for the Episcopal
~ a r yarth ha ~ h o m aand a l l e g e Community to
the Rev. Dr. Charles become a
recognized
Schnson began efforts to
locate and bring together f
Episcopal students on this

,-v*--

technical director for the
pm duction.

organization
on
the 0
Jackonville State campus. L
The nuckus of o r worship
togethef continues to be the
weekly Eucharist held at
McCEuer Chapel. These +
services a r e heid every
Wednesday
at
12:25. (3
Everyone
is
invited,
regardless of religious
reference.
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Need an Aharez,
* Yamaha or Gibson 0Guitar?
w
G
[NO permits to register)5call- or. come
-- by and see us

z
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B u y a large pizza and get a small pizza
absolutely FREE

.

for spring '80 needed *
9 12 N O ~ Street
I ~
c
2
Anniston, AL
3
XJ
for currently enrolled
Ph. 236-3461
1
I
0 (We have strings and accessories) 4 I
students.
j * GUITARS * GUITARS * GUITARS *

I

Get a small pizza, with equal toppings, free when you
buy a large size pizza. Choose Thick-n Chewy or Thin-n
Crispy. (Does not include Taco Pizza). Just cut this
coupon out and take it to a participating Pizza H u t restaurant. Phone ahead. We'll have your order waiting.
Offer good on regular menu prices through November
11,1979. One coupon per customer, per visit.

.
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EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
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81 3 South Pelham Road
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Workingfor us
them work better
for vou!
w

Conducting telethons, waiting tables or
parking cars may not be the only ways to
help you pay for college. There may be a
scholarship or grant available that you've
overlooited. Or it may be as simple as cutting
back on expenses. Read the next issue of
insider
and find out.
Ford hopes this next issue of Insider will
give you a "better idea" for paying your way

:

-

w

-

through college. And if you need a set of
wheels to get you around campus, check out
the sporty Fords for the 80's.

L o o k f o r I n s i a e r z ~ ~ ~
of Colfege-

FORD
FORD DIVISION

aBB

Employees w h o serve on National
Guard and Reserve teams make better
team workers for you. They acquire
skills, discipline and leadership qualities that make them more productive.
If you already encourage your employecs' participation in Guard and Re-

serve training, many thanks. It not, join
the more thdn 350,000 employers who
already have signed a Statement of
Su~~ort.
Virginia 22209.

THE GUARD & RESERVE

Johnny Rodriguez performs at the Switchyard
Album mim ...

Rodriguez performs for full house
By LISHA BROWN
Johnny Rodriguez gave a spectacular performance to a
full house Thursday night a t the Switchyard in Anniston.
The Switchyard's house band, "Lobo Loggins and the
Southbound Band" opened the show with Larry Gatlin's
"All the Golden Calihmia". Lobo Loggins and the Southbound Band were very good a s well a s versatile, perhrming some Me1 Tillis songs, Ronnie Milsap's "Get up
Get Down and Get on Out", as well as some good 01' rock
and roll. They were a fine band with several excellent
voices a s well as being good musicians.
Johnny Rodriguez was the big attraction. His band
played several songs bebre his entrance. When he did
enter, the crowd went wild. Johnny was in great form and
looking good.
Rodriguez sang several songs from one of his latest
albums, "Rodriguez", his first album on the Epic label.
Among these we13 "Streetwalker" an8 "Foals far Each

Other". Johnny wmte nearly all of the songs on that
album.
Johnny 'sang his first hit on radio, "Pass Me By" and
his favcrite song, "Riding My Thumb to Mexico".
From his album "Just For You", Johnny sang "Ftodeo
Rider", "Remember Me" and "We Believe in Happy
Ehdings" to a delighted audience.
The crowd went wild when Johnny sang some good 01'
rock and roll. People really cut the rug to "Johnny B.
Goode" and "Roll Over Beethwen".
Johnny Rodriguez gave the audience a t the Switchyard
a night to remember. He looked good, sounded good and
sang his best songs. Johnny really relates to his audience
as he sings. He's definitely a crowd-pleaser in the best
sense of the word.
I want to commend and thank the Switchyard for offering such quality entertainment. Johnny Rodriguez' two
n i ~ h t qwm-e a fantasi5r surt-e-w

(Photo by Lisha B r o w

Robin Williams releases new album

By RANDY GRAVGTTE
Robin Williams, star of
TV's Mork and Mindy, has
recently released his very
first comedy album called
"Reality ...What A Concept!" In this live per-

formane, Williams is able
to break away kom the
image of his ~ a c e d a ualien
t
Mark from (hk.
The material in this album
was all written by Williams.
He Uses his versatility to

bring humor to characters humerous, but I feel I mua
such as children's TV star warn you that certain wards
Mr. Rogers, the Reverend in this album might be
Earnest Angsley, Lawrence caisidered
objectionable.
Welk, and an old Robin
On the 01' 1 to 10 scale, 3
Williams, 80 years tkom now. would give "Reality ...What
This album i s very A Concept" a big 8%.

Album remom...
'

CDB captures '40's sound

By RANDY GRAV''ll'E
The
famous for their down home
rock sound, recent release
"Million Mile Reflections"
hasn't been out three months

air play on three cuts:
"Reflections", the latest,
"Mississippi,u and the very
popular "The Devil Went
bwn
to Georgia.v

that pays honor to the late
On my old scale, I wouli
Elvis Presley, Janise Joplin, rate "Million Mile Reflec
and Lynard Skinner' The tion" a big 8. If you are a fir
Charlie Daniels Band cap- of The Charlie Daniels Ban6
tures the sound d the 40's you will really like tk,

Among these were "Streetwalker" and "Fools for Each

-
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nasn r ~ e e our
n rnree monrns
yet, but has already received

u

nigh& were a fantastic success.
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"Reflections" isa sad song
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FREE
Movie Tickets At All Shows!
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Burt Reynolds
66SmokeyaNI,
THE BanditgT
Sally Field.Jerry Reed
Jackie Gleason Las Sher 11 Buford i ce]
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THURSDAY
Ladies night
soedraft 75' cans

October 24

FRIDAY
Disco &#Rock 'nRoll
special drink prices
*lo@@Cover with student ID

7800

and

SATURDAY

9:30

Disco weekend party
@1.@0
Cover wfth rtudent ID

J9Ville9s#I
Night Spot

COME PARTY WITH CRAZY MIKE

October 25

I

and

STUDENT C O M M O N S
AUDITORIUM

9:30

1
1
;
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34th Knox Concert
Semes under way
The Knox Concert Series has launched the ticket sales
campaign for its 34th season this autumn and winter,
dfering the most extensive program of its history. Normally, there are four or five programs on the series. This
year a "bonus" Christmas presentation of Tchaikowsky's
Nutcracker Suite on Dec. 15, will bring the number of
programs to be presented to six. The price of a season
ticket, however, has not increased. Adults, $21; students,
$12.50.

' Daddy's Money'

(Photo By Allen Clark)

'Daddy's Money' rocked
Mv Brother's Bar
J

By CHUCK McCARTY
Last Saturday, Oct. 13, My Brother's Bar was rocked by
m e of the best bands touring the East coast. Daddy's
Money was the group that bmught back the sounds of rock
'n roll in the original form.
The five man gmup is composed of very fine musicians
who can really crank out some heavy vibes. Hen Rhyne
(who sings and plays the harmonica) reports that the
band a s a whole has been together five months whereas
he, Bruce Horton (rhythm guitar and records), and Pete
Chakles (drums) have been associatedfora year. The two
other members a r e Doug Harp (lead guitar) and Van
Miller (base). The group hails horn Asheville, N. C.: and

are always on the go. They tour theEast coast region from
Baltimore down to Alabama. The format consists of early
SOs and GOs rock h roll, rhythm and blues, and blues.
This type of music takes on a new dimension when these
guys get together. They are a well organized band who
have their hads together when it comes to performing.
Ken says that the band has played with other artists such
as Doug Henshaw, Nantucket and Nighthawks. He also
tells of talks about an upcoming recording contract but
maintains nonames at the present time. This writer urges
those who can to catch Daddy's Money again when they
come to Alabama for an unforgettable experience in rock
'n roll.

:AtlantaR hvthm Section-

The music season opened Oct. 18 with John Green a s
guest conductor of the Birmingham Pops Orchestra. A
longtime composer and cmductor, Green work such alltime hits as the theme song ban "Raintree County" and
"I Cover the Waterfront" and has been guest conductor of
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra a t the Ravinia Festival
for the past five years.
The beautiful and magnificiently talented Metropolian
Opera Soprano Roberta Peters performs on Nov. 13. Miss
Peters thx Led, audience in Anniston when she appeared
fdr the Knox Series in 1974.
Ballet UAB presents "Nutcracker Suite" Dec. 15, in an
afternoon performance for children a t 2:30 and again a t
7:30 p.m. It is a magical story told around a 40 foot
Christmas tree, of an eccentric old visitor who brings toys
to life and turns a nutcracker into a handsome prince for a
journey to the land of te Sugar Plum Fairy and a battle
with the evil Mouse King.
Virtuoso pianist Philippe Entremont appears Jan. 24,
with the Vienna Chamber Orchestra. Known for his
outstanding interpretations of the romantic masters,
Entremont has performed the contemporary music of
Stravinsky, Bernstein and Milhaud under the baton of the
composers. He has traveled a s music director of the
Vienna Chamber Orchestra to m a p r music festivals of
Europe since 1975, and performed with the renowed group
in Australia, New Zealand and the F a r East.

On Feb. 21, actor folk singer, composer, and story
teller, Burl Icle Ivanhoe Ives will entertain with a
pmgram of folk songs, ballads and readings. Ives, now 70
years old, has lmt n m e of his genuine warmth, unique
resonant voice, or dignity and hcmesty of purpose. "Big
Daddy" of "Cat on a Hot Tin Rod" invites his audiences
to gather around the £ireside and listen to the often
melancholy tales and legends of long ago. Burl Ives is
clearly a legend in his own time. Annistonians will expgience a rare pleasure when they sit at the feet of this
masterful performer.
Gilbert and Sullivan a la Carte will end the season
March 27 with a customed performance of selections from
the composer lyracist team's 13 well known lyrical and
comic operettas. A five member troupe of gifted artists
from New York will present the veritable love feast of
s n g and satire.
All performances will be in the theater of the Anniston
High School on. Woodstock Avenue. Show time is 8 p.m.
except for the ballet performances Dec. 15 a t 2: 30 and
730 p.m.
Season tickets are on sale at the main offices of First
National Bank, C o m m e ~ i a lNational Bank, Anniston
National Bank and Bank of Anniston. Hudson's, The Apple
Tree, S&W Music Co.,E. E. Forbes Piano Co., Evangel
Book Store and Sawyer Office Supply also have season
tickets on sale. Tickets may be purchased by mail, 1103
Mmtvue Road, Anniston, Al. 3201, or by calling 237-0494,
237-3790, or 831-0590.
Patron tickets can be donated to the Knox Series for use
by the Talladega School for the Blind, the Presbyterian
Home, the Intematipal House a t JSU and by worthy
music students who would otherwise be unable to attend
these concerts.
For further information ccmtact Mrs. Everett Veach
(Dorothy),Rt. 6, Box209, Anniston, Al. 36201 (205-237-3790.

-
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Knox Concert Series 1979 - 80 artists
Tuesday, Nov. 13

8 p.m.

Saturday, Dec. 15

7:30 p.m.

Thursday

8 p.m.

January 24

Nutcracker Suite Ballet-UAB

Philippe Entremont & The Vienna Chamber Orchestra

Burl Ives

,Thursday, Feb. 21

Thursday, March 27

Roberta Peters

8 p.m.

Gilbert & Sullivan a la carte

H
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78 was a great year

1978 was a great year
indeed for the Atlanta
Rhythm Section.
They were blessed with
NO hit singles, "Imaginary
b v e r " and "I'm Not Gmna
kt Ilt Bother Me Tonight."
$hey received a platinum
award for their seventh LP,
L-mpagne Jam, which was
sne of the eight most
programmed ,albums in
America. Barry Bailey, J. R.
Cobb, Dean Daughterty,
Paul Goddard, Ronnie
Hamrnond and Robed Nix
were welcomed h a n e to
Atlanta a s conquering
heroes and played to over
60,000 people at the Champagne JamFestival a t Grant
Field
in
September
headlining over the Doobie
Brothers, Santana and Eddie
Money.
I t was not always that
way. When the Atlanta
Rhythmsection was formed
in 1970, "it was such an
obvious thing to do," explains Buddy Buie, producer
a d songwriter. "Here were
great musicians just meant
to have their own band, and
it seemed like nothing &;hauld
stop them. "
"Looking back, we
naive enough to think that
good music played by peopk'
who really knew how to play
would be
to make the
world beat a path to our
door."

dividually, they were in
demand for sessions where
they could each make a lot of
money but when they
decided to come together a s
a unit and concentrate m
"their"
music,
they
n e c e s s a r i ! ~ gave up the
regular session dollan.
They had presumed that
their first two LPs the
Atlanta Rhythm Section and
~ a c ku p Against the Wall,
would take off quickly. What
they finally found was, "we
had better take it to the
streets."
This meant leaving the red
Clay, dogwoods, pine trees
and idyllic atmaphere d
Georgia for night after night
in strange hotel rooms,
Constant early morning
wake-up calls to catch buses
and planes to city after city
where they weren'tkmwn.
''It
was
definitely
depressing," remembers
Dean Daughtry, "to hit a
new city and find out we

m e of the finest recording
studios in the country a t
their disposal (how many
rock ,stars or rock bands
have their own studio
avaiable to them at any time
of day or night?! and they
have an engineer
Rodney Mills who has been
called "one of rock and mu's
great natural resources."
Mills has n?C~rded many
g m w s at Doraville, Ga.,
among
them
Lynyrd
S k ~ n ~ r dwho
,
have often
claimed Studio One a s a
second home.
For a time people Were
troubled by the faceless
image of the band. No one
was what you'dcall a slappy
dresser ; no individual
names o r controversial
photos stood out on Concert
posters. Atlanta Rhythm
Section a s a name was
pernaps not a s instantly
attentian - getting a s ''Hot
Stuff" or "The TOOMuch
Band." As much as the ARS
lwe Georgia and the South

Elvis Presley, Little Richard
and Ray char!es-earthyd
performers who knew only
one thing for sure, "teb it
real." The music Clapeon,
Beck, Burdon, The Beau=
and the rest of *Jle Engli&
I m s i o n h d mgerly la.tched
to by import was a dagy
fact of life for the young kids
who grew up to be the
Atlanta Rhythm Section.
1,1979, the Atlanta m y t h m Section will be touring the
world^ There's talk of a live
album, and any die-hard
ARs fan will tell YOU that
they are one of the few bands
wfio offer not only the expected
expertise and
precision but also a
of
community and celebration
that is rare. With b e new
album, Underde, one can
expect the audience to be as
fully involved in the music as
the group itself. "Our goal,
whenever possible, is to
make me audience feel a
part of US," says lead singer
Ronnie Hammond. "1t's

,

Listen TOYour Radio Station
For upcoming events on & off campus

* Album track On Thursday e2)enin.g~-9:00 p . m
Ir Concert information

* AND the best music
Pick UP your FREE Bumper Sticker

(with coupon on back) at the station or
Morrison's Super Valu.
had envisioned in 1970.

The Atlanta Rhythm of the country where playin' with the English csitic who
Section
has
many and singin' just because you declared, "Very shlply, the
J. R. Cobb puts it this way9 strengths-the
V ~ ~ ~ U O felt
S O like it wasn't considered
Atlanta Rhythm %don
is
"It
us a
that you have to go Out and
tell people about your music,
show them-you can't just
wait for them to find you."
Itwas very difficult £or the
ARS for quite some time.
Acknowledged a s great
players and songwriters by
other musicians, they
seldom played in concert.
Consequently, when Atlanta
iater acknowledged them as
the greatest band of all, and
other cities began to join in,
Free delivery 4 pm-7 am
it was a double thrill because
the group had waited a long
PHONE 435-3080
time for that kind of
adrnowledgement. They all
Open 7 days a week
11 a~1-Pam
started out playing in their
Friday and Saturday till 2 am
teens. Some of them had
bured England and Europe
with the likes of Roy Ohison
and Jimmy Page. In- ,

with C Oslaw
I ~ and
hush pup pi@^ $2,29

FISH 'n' CHIPS

Jacksonville State University

J

Sports

Austin Peay.14
Livingston 0

...

Troy State...27
UNA........14
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Cocks sturt Redsk

Greg Colton dives for interception

(Photo by ALLEN CLARK)

Omega dumps Kappa Sig
to take over top spot

,

:

By M E L A N E DEMPSEY
Dynamic acbon has been seen-both offensively and
defensively-on the IM playing fields these past two
weeks. The Fratermty League is going at it with all
they've got and the Independent League teams have
shown some great efforts as they strive for the foothold on
first place. The Women's League has seen a few injuries
on the field a s they diligently push for success, but fort m t e l y , all a r e recovering rapidly.
ACTION IN THE Fraternity League a s of Wecineday,
Oct. 17, has the No. 1 spot pretty well sewn up with Omega
Psi Phi led by Mark Wright sittlng pretty a t the top and
Kappa Sigma and Kappa Alpha in the second and third
pasitions respectively. As it looks, these three t e a m will
probably be the ones we'll be seeing in the playoffs for the
Greek Championship. Omega has seen no defeats on the
lzlnYina EinM urbnrmr

Ka-

Siorna a d Kanna Alnha

For Sigma Nu, coached by Pat O'Donnell, Darrell Harden
and Mickey Pledger were outstanding on offense. Their
runmng, pass receptions and pass blocking were their
keys. Key defensive players were Bill Whitehead, David
Gober, Gene Bradley and Ben Nelson. Sigma Nu had the
ball on the three yard line when the time ran out. Alpha
Tau Omega has not seen much action lately, but did win
by forfeiture over Delta Tau Delta.
COMING AROUND TO the Independent League action,
the Huskies and BCM men are battling it out neck and
neck to see who urlll end up in the top spot. Also Solid Gold
cannot be counted out yet, as they have a couple of rainout
games to make up t e b r e their true strength can be seen.
During the past two weeks, Independent games have been
slack due to quite a few bdeits, but hopefully action will
pick back up this week.
The ~urnleand mid Huskies. led bv Tim H w s . ham-

By ALLEN CLARK
Newbery College definitely came to play Saturday
night and it took a tough offense and a mean Red Bandit
ddense to finally put the Redskins away in the final
moments, and wrap up a 147 win.
The game was a big disappointment for Derrick Whitely
who ran for three touchdowns only to see two of them
called back for personal foul penalties against the
Gamecocks .
Rocky Riddle had two missed field goals, one attempt
b r 20 yards and the other b r a lcng 4 5 yards that barely
missed to the right.
After the game, head coach Jim Fuller had to take a
couple of minutes to settle down before he could answer
any questions. His first commentwas, "I tell you, this was
the best botball team we've played this year. This was
also our best effort so far this year."
After wiping some more m e a t off his forehead he said,
"Alot of people put a lot into this game and boy this was a
tough way to win (two TDs called back and the two missed
FGs). I said it and people didn't believe me when I said
they'd be the best team we'd play."
The scoringstarted in the first quarter when Newberry,
m their second pasession, m a ~ h e d 5 yardsinsix
0
plays to
score the first touchdown. Quarterback Eddie Pettus
rolled around right and into the endzone. The PAT was
good and the score stood 7-0 for Newberry.
It was big play time again in the second quarter, and
Rod Green was the man to tackle Redskin punter, Russ
Parrish, on the one yard line. The Gamecocks tookover on
downs and it took only two plays bebre Cedric Brownlee
blew through the middle for the TD. Riddle was good on
the PAT and the score stood 7-7 for the restof the half.
In the third quarter, Whitely ran a punt 60 yards for the
TD,but the run was called back because of a clipping
penalty. The ball was called back to the Jacksonville 32.
The running attack of Brownlee, Wayne McCoy and
Terry Stephens didn't let the call back slow them down a s
they blasted out 45 yards to the Redskin 13 yard line to set
up the go ahead Watts-to-McCoy TD pass. Riddle was
goodon the PAT and the Gamecockswent ahead to stay a t
14-7.

Stephens ended the night with 49 yards, McCoy with 43
and Brownlee with 39 yards.
"Our backs make some of the greatest runs and make
cnly three or four yards," commented Fuller on their
performances.
Greg Robinson, captain of the Gamecock defense, was
m e of the first to admit that this wasabout their toughest
game.
."That was one cf the toughest games we've played this
year, but we played some really good defense out there
tonight," Robinson said. "We missed twenty points in the
game (the two TDs and the missed FGs), but we won and
that's the bottom line."
"I cant point out any single standout in the game
because it was a team effort," Robinson added.
"Everybody played well tonight."

:

-.

The Gamecocks wll travel to Delta State thls coming .
weekend and J n Fuller is ready to travel.
"I'm ready to get on the mad. The Team's ready to get
m the mad," Fuller =id. "Well need thls wm to carry us.
over to the conference games."
JSU's last b u r games wdl be conference games agamst"
Delta, Lvingston,Troy and UNAand they're hopmg t
the conference spoilers this year i f not win the confere
No team has ever won the conference with two loses.
Gamecock's conference record so far this'season is OI c k off for the Delta game mll be 7:30 p.m.
Cleveland, Mssisippi.

f

Pinning it,down....

I A three ring circus!:
.f

,?

*&
:t
By ALLEN CLARK
There's kind of a standlng joke between football head'k'
coach Jim Fuller and baseball head coach Rudy Abbott
that when one or the other's season sours that they swap
teams. Well, this mght be the year that J m Fuller could
possibly let Rudy take over to try and turn things around.
It m g h t be in tereding.
No, turning all pkqs a s d e Rudy, you got anymore
i
baseball players we could borrow for a littlewNe?

NO THREE RING C IRCUS
Contrary to popular belief, this school doesfi't just have
three worts. We've not only got a winning reputation in
baseball, football and basketball, we've also got two
winning tennis teams, a winning (second year ever)
wrestling team, a very winning women's basketball team,
one of the top ranked Divism I-A women's gymnastic
teams, a seventh ranked (nationally) men's gymnastics
team, one of the best women's volleyball tearns in the
Southeast, one of the best golf teams aroundand believe it
or not there are plans to start an "Ultimate Frisbee" team
that would play on the collegiate level.
The only problem t h e e teams are having (even though
they're winning l d t and right) is that nobody, and I mean
N000-body is going out to watch themplay and perform.
Right now the women's volleyball team is getting ready
to head down the home stretch and if they ever needed
support, then now is the time.

In this issue of "The Chanticleer" you'll find some of the
schedules of the teams that are now performing or are
soon to begin their seasons. Take time to set these
schedules aside and save them so you'll know when,
where and who is playing. On thase days when you've got
,some time out from your studies, get out and enjoy some
of these fine t e a m . Their winning might depend on you,
believe it or not. When would you have more spirit: when
. . .
.. .
0

.
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(Continued From Page 11)
sisters and little sisters out there, come on out and join our
fun-I'm sure one of your big brothers would be glad to
coach your team. Even if your team didn't win the
championship, you'd come out of it all knowing a little
more abaut football and could understand whatexactlyis
gong on when the guys play.
During recent play the BCM women have still continued
to hold the No. 1 position with the Stars close behind.
Curtiss Crushers felt the sting of BCM's tough defense
recently. When the two battled it out to a low scoring finish
d 64. For BCM Judy Gilliand did an outstanding job at
quarterback and Freida Tate had a great running game
as she scored the mly TD. For Crutiss Crushers, Kathleen
Burgin did a fantastic job both offensively and defensvely. In later play BCM *lit with Blue Bears in a tough
defense -oriented game. Neither team scored,-but BCM
&d have one interception at the end of the game that was
run back from the Bears' 10 yard line to an unbelievable
but truedlsaster closeness of the five yard line; but unfortunately, the runner-no names mentioned-fell before
h e crossed the goal lme. W~thtime ticking away, BCM
attempted to score, but a penalty was called on the
ddense. With the ball on the three yard line, the snap was
made, but h ~the
t ground as the time ranoff the clock
The Stars, back this year with many returning players,
recently defeated the Blue Bears with a score of 164 after
galnlng a forfeiture from Curtjss Crushers. During play,
the Erst TD was made by Nilu Rohrobaugh after a
halfback reverse day and the extra points were run in by
quarterback Melanie Dernpsey. TD No. 2 was run in by
Dana Williams after a wide pass from the QB. The extra
points were scored on a p a s to Niki in the end zone.
Outstandmg defensive players were Kathleen Kemp and
Susie Oliver. The Bear; gained a forfeiture from Curtiss
Crushers also. Outstanding on offense for the Bears were
Jeanette Horne and Lynn Smitbw.
Outstanding on defense were Cheryl Cauthen and
Margaret Higgins.
These more detailed xeviews are due to the coweration
d those team managers who turned in their publicity
reports. My thanks to those involved in these reports. To
have your team better publicized, turn in your r e ~ o r at
t
office area as ;on after the upco&ng games as
the
possible. Also, keepsupporting your favorite team, they'll
appreciate it.
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DATE

OPPONENT

Sat. Nov. 17

Tennessee Tech

5:OO

Cbokville, TN

Fri. & Sat.
Nov. 23 & 24

Southem Open
Tournament

TBA

Chattanooga, TN

Fri. Dec. 7

Middle Tennesee

1: 00

Jacksonville

Sun. Dec. 9

Ga. Tech. Appalachian

2: 00 EST

Atlanta, GA

State, & Wright State
Wed. Dec. 12

Chattahoochee Valley C.C.

7:OOEST

PhenixCity,AL

Sun. Jan. 6

Olivet College & C.V.C.C.

2:oO CST

Jacksonville

Tues. Jan. 8

U. Tenn at Chattanooga

730 EST

Chattanooga, TN

Sat. Jan. 12

Tennessee Tech &
Carson-Newman

1:00 CST

Jacksonville

Sat. Jan. 19

UTC, c v c c ,
& Unlv. of Georgia
MidSouth Tournament

12:00 CST

Jacksonville

Tues. Jan. 29

University of the South

TBA

Sewanee, GA

Fri. Feb. 1

Carson-Newman

TBA

Jefferson City, TN

Sat. Feb. 2

CVCC

i:00 CST

Jacksonville

Mon. Feb. 4

Auburn

7:OOCST

Fri. & Sat.
Feb. 8 & 9

Southeastern Intercollegiate
Wrestling Tournament

BerryHS,
Birmingham
Knoxville, TN

Fri. & Sat.
Feb. 15 & 16

NCAA Regional Qualifying
'l'01~rn.

Fri. & Sat.
Feb. 22 & 23

NCAA Division JI National
Championships

Omaha, Nebraska

Mar. 6, 7, 8

NAIA National Championships

Ft. Hayes, Kansas

Fri. & Sat.
Jan. 25 & 26

Jefferson City, TN

The Lady Gamecock volleyball team
won a three way match this past Friday
evening. The Ladies took it in three
straight against Alabama A&M, 15-4, 154
and 15-9. Against UAB the Ladies had to

I

play tough but still won two out of three,
154,ll-15 and 15-7. The next home match
will be this Saturday against Montevallo
and Troy. The matches start at 11 a m .

JSU VOLLEYBALL
DATE

TEAM

PLACE

TIM E

Tues. Oct. 23

UAB vs. AL 3-5
JSU vs. AL 2-3
JSU vs. UAB 2-3

Birmingham

7:00 CST
8:OO CST
9:00 CST

Thursday Oct. 25

ALA&M33

Huntsville

5:00 CST

Sat. Oct. 27

JSU vs. Troy 23
Troy vs. Montevallo 2-3
JSU vs. MontevaUo 2-3

JSU

11:M CST
12: 00 CSI'
1:00 CST

Mon. Oct. 29

JSU vs. UNA 3-5
JSU vs. Judson 2-3
UNA vs. Judson 2-3

UNA

6:30 CST
7:30 CST
6:30 CST

Tues. Nov. 6

Tuskegee 34

Tuskegee

Nov. 9 & 10

Sete Tournament

U of Alabama ( ? )

I

JSU MEN'S GYMNASTICS SCHEDULE
DATE

OPPONENT

PLACE

November 7

Inkasquad
men-women

Stephenson Gym

January 26

University of Geargia Pete Mathews
Cdiseum
men-women

February

North

February 9

Memphis State

February 15

David Lipscomb

March 6-8

State Stephenson Gym

"phenson

Gym

NAIA National
Championships

First annual 10,000
meter race S U ~ ~ ~ S
Joe Pitard of Anniston
finished first in a field of 69
Saturday morning, Oct. 13,
in the first annual
Jacksonville Jaycee 10,000
meter road race. The 23year-old Pitard campleted
the 6.2 mile course in 33
minutes and 55 seconds, 29
seconds ahead of his closet

I
DATE

OPPONENT

PLACE

TIME

Cock

challenger, Stanley Norton.
Pitard was alsothe winner of
the Charity Bowl 5,000 meter mad race in Anniston
last December and the Coosa
Valley Track Club lOmile
road race in March
Linda Sledge, 31, of
Gadsden was the wanen's
~lrlnerwith a time of 4254,
Conaway.
The
JSU
Rangen
monitored the course and
blocked off traffic for the
runnarc

The

Trot

S

II

Students-form
couple
for
the
homecoming
Cocktrot (cross campus
race) to be held Friday, NOV.
2. at 4. You can
teams
of five coed couples each or
enter as unattached couple.
The men's and women's
gymnastics teams are the
&$ending champs.
A man and woman will be
tied wrist to wrist and mwt

II

I
I

-1av~oec'

I1
I

I
- I

together a t the finish line.
Entries a r e due Fridar
More the race begins.
-

I

6:00 CST

I.M. League Standings
FRATERNITY LEAGUE
6-@0
Omega Psi Phi
51-0
Kappa Sigma
Kappa Alpha
51-0
Pi Kappa Phi
32-0
Alpha Tau Omega 1-40
Delta Chi
1-40
Sigma Nu
1-40
Delta Tau Delta

INDEPENDENT LEAGUE
Huskies
bl-1
BCM Men
bl-0
Solid Gold
%&I
Oppressors
22-0
Campus Inn 1-20
Crow Raiders 1-$0
Eta Moon Pi @40

WOMEN'S LEAGUE
BCM Women
b@l
Stars
51-0
Blue Bears
1-2-1
Curtiss Crushers &40

The top three teams in each men's league go to the
playoffs. In case of tied records, the team that won during
the regular season will be ranked higher. Standings are
determined by percentage. Four women's t earns will be in
the playoff.

uluC.ntm ULL

Vovember 6th (T)

Intra-Squad
men-women

Stephenson Gym

Vovember 27th (T)

Oral Roberts Univ.

Tulsa, Okla

7:00 p.m.

Vovember 29th (Th)

Oklahoma State Univ.

Stillwater, Okla

7:00 p.m.

kcember 1 (Sat)

Southwest Missouri
Kansas University
Univ. of Illinois
LSU. Colorado State

Springfield, Missouri

7:00 p.m.

January 5th (Sat )

Univ. of Kentucky

Stephenson Gym

2:00 p.m.

January 12th (Sat)

Easetern Kentucky Univ.
Univ. of Louisville

Eastern Kentucky

7:00 p.m.

January 18th (F'ri)

University of Colorado
University of Florida
Univ. of North Carolina
Ohio State University

Pete Mathews Coliseum 290 p.m.

Western Kentucky
Jefferson St. J r . College

Birmingham, Ala.

January 26th (Sat)

Univ. of Georgia
men-women

Pete Mathews Coliseum 7:00 p.m.

February 2nd (Sat)

Univ, of Florida

Sbephenson Gym

2:00 p.m.

February 9th (Sat)

Memphis State Univ.
men-women
Central Missouri Univ.

Memphis, T ~ M .

2:00 p.m.

February 16th (Sat)

Univ. of Alabama

Tuscaloosa, Ala.

2:00 p.m.

February 23rd (Sat)

LSU

Baton Rouge, La.

7:30 p.m.

March lst (Sat)

Indiana State
Univ. of Iowa

Terre Haute, Ind.

T.B.A.

March 22 (Sat)

Region 111 AIAW
Championships

TBA

T.B .A.

National MAW
Championships

Baton Rouge, La.

T.B.A.

January 25th (Fri)

April 3 3

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

LLQLUL
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COPPER PENNY

-

-

C COST8 sleOOfor 20 rhots ENTER AS MANY TIMES AS YOU WANT
4
3 WE WILL SUPPLY ALL WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION OR YOU CAN
BRING YOUR OWN .22 IRON-~IGHTED
- RIFLE.
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TUES.

DZ Draft Bust
SOCM i l l e r Can all night

WED.

2SCDraft 7-9

No Cover
THURS.

FRI.

SAT.
a
a

SUN.

@
9

:MON.
:TUES.

i
8
Q
8
8

:
e
e
a
a
8
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WHAT: 1st ANNUAL GAMECOCK OPENRIFLE CHAMPIONSHIP
a
WHO: Open to all JAX STATE students, faculty and staff
WHEN: Friday, November 2nd from 800 to 5800 PM
WHERE: Indoor Rifle Range at the new Military Science Building
a
TROPHIES: 1st, 2nd. 3rd Place Male 1st. 2nd and 3rd Place Female a
0
SPECIAL AWARD fraternity, sorority or organization with the
most entrants

-

me playon.
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The Jaycees termed the
inaugural race a access and
have already scheduled the
2nd annual race for Oct. 11,
1980. Sourvenir tshirts will
again be given a t next year's
race. The Coosa Valley
Track Club, which cosponsored the race, will have
its next race, the seccnd
annual All-American City a t
Golden Springs Community
Center in Anniston.
Here is a list of the trophy
winners:
Men 19-under, Steve
Childers, 37:42;
Dink
Taylors, 44:36; John K.
Broom, 46 :36.
Men, 20.29: Joe Pitard,
3355; Stanley Norton, 34:24;
and Chuck Roberts, 35:12.
Men:
30-39:
David
Hammett, 36 :10; Gamy
Elkins, 36:35; Tom Guin,
36: 57
Men 40sver: Jimmy May,
37:47 ; Billy Summerour,
42:36; R. J. Verdeyen, 45:03.
Women 19-under : Christa
Conaway, 43:ll; Rosemary
Qark, 43:45; Debbie McClellan, 44341
Women 20-29 : Linda KingJohnson, 49 :21; Helen
Sparks, 58:24; Deborah
Fields, 58: 24.
Women 30-39: Linda
Sledge, 42: 54; Gail Minhew,
46:16; Margaret Branner,
48: 41.
Women 4 0 s v e r : Ruth
Kuykendall, 45: 03.

PROCEEDS WILL HELP
SUPPORT YOUR
GAMECOCK VARSITY
RIFLE TEAM

WANT TO BE THE
TOP COCK
ON CAMPUS?

-

"'"
runners. The Jaycees
~mvidedGatoradealongthe

a
0

Thirsty Thurs.
8
8
$4""Guys $ZooGals
a
All you can drink from ao
8 pm till 1 am
a
Student ID nite '/t price a
cover with JSU ID
8
a
50' Draft 7:00-8:)0
@

:

%

Price Cover with Student ID

Sunday Buffet
all you can eat $2.99
Mon. Nite Football
$ 2 5 0 Pitchers during game

No Cover and 7gC
Longneck
Halloween Costume
Party
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